**Introduction**

This document is meant to gather relevant information for administrators or faculty planning to go to Italy with a group of university students. Given that the situation on-site is continuously evolving, this format is designed so that the various sections can be easily updated. This document is not meant to provide in any form legal advice and cannot be construed as such; no responsibility can be taken for any specific decision that will or will not be taken by single programs if solely based on this document.

According to the *Decreto del Presidente del Consiglio dei Ministri* (DPCM) signed by President Mario Draghi on [https://www.governo.it/it/articolo/covid-19-il-presidente-draghi-firma-il-nuovo-dpcm/16343](https://www.governo.it/it/articolo/covid-19-il-presidente-draghi-firma-il-nuovo-dpcm/16343) from March 6 to April 6, 2021, restrictions on movement exist within Italy which correspond to different health threat levels. Each level is described below: red, orange, yellow and white [https://covidzone.info/?fbclid=IwAR2pFxLKdjOlrl38J2Yvg2TtxrluHOeORaDFfd0pC3-7ej1YAZPYhL6j3uE](https://covidzone.info/?fbclid=IwAR2pFxLKdjOlrl38J2Yvg2TtxrluHOeORaDFfd0pC3-7ej1YAZPYhL6j3uE).

The current state of emergency gives authority to regional governments to exercise stricter guidelines and movement limitations than those required by the national government. Regions can act autonomously, hence the need for a dedicated Tuscany document.

**NATIONAL MEASURES:**

- It is mandatory to always have respiratory protective devices (PPE/face masks) with you, as well as to wear them in indoor places and in outdoor places where isolation from others is guaranteed (i.e. sports/exercising, eating and drinking). Italians are encouraged to use PPE even in their homes, particularly when individuals are visiting that do not belong to the resident family.
- Maintain an interpersonal safety distance of at least one meter.
- Curfew from 10pm to 5am.
- It is prohibited to travel to other regions of Italy (at least until April 6, 2021).
- Catering services (i.e. cafés, restaurants, gelaterie, pubs) are open from 5am to 6pm. Take-away is permitted until 10pm, and delivery is always permitted.
- Field trips and site visits as such remain prohibited; whenever museums and similar places are open (see below), then students can go and visit them, but individually or in very small groups (3-4 people), and no “lezioni in situ” are allowed, so faculty cannot accompany them. Hiring a local chartered guide (“Guida turistica autorizzata”) seems possible.

**RED AREA:** Leaving your home is not permitted unless it is for work, health, or other first necessity reasons (i.e. grocery shopping); walking and running close to home is permitted. Travel not allowed. Museums, theaters, cinemas, swimming pools, sports centers, gyms and ski resorts are closed. Hairdressers, barbers and beauty salons are closed. Shops are closed except for grocery stores, pharmacies, and other first necessity stores. Restaurants and bars are only open for take-away and delivery. All schools, from pre-school to university, suspend in-person classes.

**ORANGE AREA:** Travel not allowed to other areas beyond the city limits. In case of urgency a self-certification form is required (the form can be found here: [https://www.interno.gov.it/sites/default/files/2020-10/modello_autodichiarazione_editabile_ottobre_2020.pdf](https://www.interno.gov.it/sites/default/files/2020-10/modello_autodichiarazione_editabile_ottobre_2020.pdf)). Museums, theaters, cinemas, swimming pools, gyms and ski resorts are closed; non-contact outdoor sporting events are open. Shopping centers are closed on weekends. Restaurants and bars (cafés) are only open for take-away and delivery. Each region determines autonomously if and how to impose restrictions on in-person school classes.
**YELLOW AREA:** Traveling allowed within your region of residence (Tuscany). Swimming pools, gyms and ski resorts are closed. Non-contact outdoor sporting events are open. Theaters and cinemas may open as of March 27 with an audience of no more than 25% of typical capacity (max 200 inside, max 400 outside). Museums are open from Monday to Friday, with the exception of public holidays (reservations are highly recommended). As of March 27 museums may open also on Saturdays and holidays. Shopping centers are closed on weekends. At restaurants and bars (cafés), consumption at the table is allowed for a maximum of four people per table. Each region determines autonomously if and how to impose restrictions on in-person school classes.

**WHITE AREA:** (contagion level <50 positive cases for every 100,000 inhabitants) No additional restrictions beyond the following: correct wearing of PPE, respect for social distancing, no events/openings that lead to gatherings (such as fairs, conferences, discos or events in stadiums).

To find out which area Tuscany (and other regions) falls under at a given time, visit this site: https://covidzone.info/?fbclid=IwAR2pFxLKdjOIrl38J2Yvg2TiXluH0e0RaDffd0pc3-7ej1YAZPYhL6j3uE.

In addition to the above, the following sections summarize the most relevant info.

1. **PREDEPARTURE**

**VISAS:** as of today, US citizens need a study visa only for programs lasting longer than 90 days; they do not need a study visa to complete recognized educational programs of up to 90 days.

Students should be provided with the following documentation in Italian and English attesting to their student status to be presented both when boarding transportation in the US and upon arrival in Italy:

- a letter of admission from the AACUPI Program that also states dates of the duration of the program - APPENDIX 1;
- a letter from the home campus - APPENDIX 2;
- a program-issued self-certification document stating recognition from the Italian Ministry of the University, including a copy of such authorization, if available - APPENDIX 3;
- a letter from the program to the student giving clear detailed information regarding transportation to their final destination.

2. **FLIGHTS**

**Purchasing a plane ticket**

Students are advised to purchase direct flights from the US to Italy since it could be risky to have a layover before arrival at the final destination. In case of travel restrictions between countries, a passenger may be prevented from catching a connecting flight. Passengers should also be reminded that if flights are part of a complete round trip purchased on a single itinerary/airline, this could result in the cancellation of the entire itinerary.

Relevant for flight purchase: travellers can be exempted from the 14-day mandatory quarantine period *as long as all the criteria below have been met*:

- they fly on a “COVID-Tested” flight from New York City (JFK airport and Newark airport) or Atlanta (Hartsfield Jackson airport) to Rome (Fiumicino airport);
- they can show proof of a negative Covid-19 molecular or antigen test carried out no earlier than 48 hours prior to their departure, or a negative Covid-19 rapid test carried out at JFK, Newark or Hartsfield Jackson airports;
• the antigen test carried out upon arrival in Rome (Fiumicino airport) is negative (https://www.adr.it/it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en/coronavirus).

Travelers can catch a domestic flight to their final destination, but they are not allowed to leave the designated departure terminal between flights.

Travelers should be prepared for the possibility of additional travel restrictions implemented with little or no advance notice and based on data from relevant sources such as the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the World Health Organization. The Government of Italy periodically updates these restrictions based upon changing conditions.

For more information:
https://it.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/

**Upon boarding**

All passengers must submit the documents listed above along with a self-certification form that can also be completed during online check-in (web check-in highly recommended). Further info can be found on the airline website.

**On flight**
- Wearing a protective surgical face mask during the entire flight is mandatory;
- during the flight, it is necessary to replace your protective mask with a new one every 4 hours; bring an adequate number of protective masks according to the duration of your flight;
- check airline instructions on hand baggage/personal belongings/use of overhead bins for clothing/meal.

3. **ARRIVAL**

- Temperature is measured at the final destination airport in Italy;
- domestic flight connections are allowed, provided that travellers do not exit the airport of first arrival, remaining in dedicated areas, taking the first available domestic flight from there;
- mandatory 14-day isolation period is required for anyone coming from the US except for travellers flying directly into Rome (Fiumicino airport) from JFK, Newark or Hartsfield Airports with negative molecular or antigen tests. Even if tested before departure, all passengers will be tested again (antigenic test) upon arrival at Fiumicino airport, and if negative again, will be exempted from the subsequent 14-day mandatory quarantine. These peculiar regulations will be effective until April 6, 2021, however it is expected that these “COVID Tested” flights will be reconfirmed again and possibly extended to/from other US destinations in Spring and Summer 2021.
- students and faculty are not allowed to use public transportation from the airport to their final destination/housing, and must travel by private transportation services such as private shuttle, taxi or private bus. Such restrictions are NOT applicable to anyone arriving in Italy with the above-mentioned “COVID-Tested” flights (in other words, if exempted from the 14-day mandatory quarantine);
- If the test upon arrival results positive, travelers will still be able to continue to their final destination if they provide documentation from the Tuscan health service (ASL Territoriale Competente). Designated transport must also be organized (i.e. two shuttles: one for negative individuals, the other for positives).
4. QUARANTINE

As per CDC definition, isolation separates sick people with a contagious disease from people who are not sick; quarantine separates and restricts the movement of people exposed to contagion. Current protocols:

- travellers subject to quarantine must inform the local healthcare authorities (ASL) by reporting their entry into Italy and their presence in Florence or more generally in Tuscany on this website: [https://www.prevenzionecollettiva.toscana.it/welcome/pages/segnalazione_estero.html#1](https://www.prevenzionecollettiva.toscana.it/welcome/pages/segnalazione_estero.html#1) Click on “Entry to Italy” and fill in the sections with name/last name/DOB, fiscal code (“not owned”), passport number, domicile (apartment address in Italy)/doctor (indicate reference of medical assistance, i.e. Medical Service), undersign and send. You will receive confirmation by mail with Quarantine Summary and Information;
- measure body temperature twice each day (in the morning and in the evening);
- stay in quarantine for fourteen days from the date of arrival and avoid any social contacts;
- do not leave the flat or hotel room for the entire quarantine period;
- be reachable by phone or WhatsApp at all times;
- use contactless delivery to receive food/goods which can be left in front of the door.
- trash: in Italy it is compulsory to separate trash (residual, plastic, glass, cans, paper, organic). However, during your quarantine, you are allowed to put everything in one bag, without separating. You will be supplied with appropriate special bags by local authorities.

5. COVID-19 SURVEILLANCE AND TESTING PROTOCOLS

Choices exist when considering what approach to take regarding testing groups of students enrolled in a program which may be subject to a number of factors such as: duration of the program, location, and planned traveling. One approach mirrors the processes that public health officials are advising and carrying out. That approach is to conduct COVID-19 tests when/if it is necessary as sanctioned by a local doctor within the national health system. A second approach consists of carrying out periodic testing of the entire group (mass testing) as a precaution or preventive measure. This approach requires facilitation of local private medical facilities and doctors and, as such, incurs additional costs. A combination of both is also possible.

**Protocol for on-site testing**

**Insurance**: be well-informed about the program’s insurance policy as it relates to COVID-19 testing and care:
- does your provider cover COVID-19 testing if the test(s) is not mandated by a medical professional?
- does your provider cover incidental costs associated with isolation or quarantine?
- does your provider cover costs associated with travel interruptions or (program or private) travel delays?

**Compliance with the mandated testing schedule**

- availability of students and participating staff;
- location of testing: determine the availability of testing on-site, as this may be preferable; consider transportation challenges.

**Non-compliance with mass testing as scheduled**

- consider using protocols for non-compliance that align with local and university guidelines;
- though the home campus of a university program operating in Italy may not enforce disciplinary measures for non-compliance, local authorities have the legal right to enforce mandated protocols via sanctions or fines;
c. on-site staff and accompanying staff: assess risk tolerance, the level of staff who will work with the student group if testing is carried out or not.

6. THE MISERICORDIA AGREEMENT

The Regione Toscana has specific agreements with the Misericordie della Toscana: http://www.misericordietoscana.it/ and supervises their health services throughout the entire Region. Misericordie centers do not replace the Italian national government health facilities (known as ASL), which are in the public sector, rather, they are in addition to ASL facilities. On June 15, 2020 in Florence, AACUPI signed a dedicated agreement with Misericordia Medical Services throughout Tuscany (reference person at Florence Misericordia: Dr. Cesari).

The following comprehensive Misericordia Medical Services may be utilized by the students in AACUPI programs, by all the full- and part-time staff and faculty (of Italian and foreign nationalities) working in the program, as well as by their families, for:

- full emergency diagnostic services in cases of suspected possible contagion by Covid-19, including medical history;
- eventual swab and serological screening;
- any subsequent prescribed isolation and treatment should such screening indicate positivity;
- **at-home COVID testing**: Misericordia can go to the students’ apartments to conduct both rapid and molecular COVID tests;
- **group screenings**: Misericordia can organize group COVID testings at their facilities. In order to reserve a group visit, call the green number well in advance;
- **“drive-thru” COVID testing** (also accessible by ‘walkers’).
- **In-person COVID testing** (at Misericordia locations);
- **Airport COVID testing** (Firenze and Pisa), both for people departing and arriving; this is a voluntary option.

**How to access the Misericordia services**

- Contact the Misericordia through the main “green number”: 800927985 (Italian speakers only) supplying the program’s identification number ID#;
- if help is needed, student calls university employee;
- employee calls green number to arrange next steps (including possible home visit/testing).

**Payment/Insurance per the Misericordia Agreement:**

The Misericordia, as an Italian entity, is not accustomed to foreign health insurance systems. Thus, the current system allows (primarily) only for students to pay up-front and then ask to be reimbursed via their insurance companies. Fees for all services will be discounted and fully certified on official receipts indicating the “AACUPI discount.” Students can pay with credit card via POS and the Misericordia can then send the fiscal receipt afterward via email.

7. WHAT IF

a. *In the past 24 hours you had fever or you have been in contact with a person suspected of having COVID-19?*

We consider a “contact of a COVID-19 case” any person who has been exposed to a confirmed COVID-19 within a 48-hour window before the onset of symptoms. If you had a close contact this means you had high-risk exposure with a confirmed COVID-19 case. For instance:

- any cohabitant with a COVID-19 case;
- anyone who had direct body contact with a COVID-19 case (ex. hand shaking);
• anyone who had direct unprotected contact with any COVID-19 case's discharge (ex. touch without certified PPE (Personal Protective Equipment in English, or DPI Dispositivi di Protezione Individuale in Italian), in this case gloves, used tissues);
• anyone who had contact face to face, without PPE, with a COVID-19 case for at least 15 minutes closer than 2 meters apart;
• anyone who was indoors (ex. classroom, meeting room, waiting room) with a COVID-19 case without certified PPE;
• any health professional or COVID-19 case's caregiver who did not work with certified PPE;
• anyone who traveled by train or airplane with a COVID-19 case with a distance of less than two seats apart.

The aim of contact tracing is to prevent the virus transmission trend.

What to do in case of direct contact

• Quarantine yourself for 14 days (10 days after a negative swab);
• contact local doctor and program staff and monitor the symptoms;
• follow all the COVID-19 testing and program guidelines;
• notify and maintain contacts with the program’s emergency contact.

Guidelines for program staff

• Assist students in self-quarantine:
  • help and provide information on meals;
  • assist in contacting local doctor and/or help arrange for the COVID-19 test;
  • create a “communication plan” to streamline regular communication;
  • self-quarantine ends after negative COVID-19 test results, or, after 14 days of being symptom-free.

b. COVID-19 test results come back positive:

Directions for students

Once a student results positive to COVID-19, it is the local health authorities who take the case into their hands, therefore, programs’ staff are no longer able to interfere with the process. Isolation will take place in one of the following: in your apartment with a private bedroom and bathroom, a separate apartment designated for isolation/quarantine, at a Covid hotel, or at a hospital if hospitalization is needed.

• Continue your classes and activities online in your isolation location;
• contact health officials and staff based on the test results and continue to monitor your symptoms;
• follow guidelines and contact tracing protocols given by local health officials and staff;
• maintain contact with your emergency contact and others concerned with your well-being;
• assist health officials and staff with contact tracing of other students, faculty, staff with whom you had contact prior to your first symptoms.

Guidelines for staff

• Assist students in isolation without in-person contact;
• help arrange services needed;
• assist in contacting and informing local health officials and monitoring symptoms;
• ensure compliance with health safety measures for any staff assisting students;
• assist students in complying with re-testing mandates.
Procedures to assist students during quarantine

▪ Obtain class lists with names of students, faculty and staff who may have been in contact with one another;
▪ lists need to be maintained for 14 days and may be shared with local health authorities for contact tracing purposes;
▪ sanitize classrooms, common areas and all possible affected areas;
▪ monitor and assist in contacting doctor and/or arranging for testing, if necessary;
▪ quarantine ends after 3-5 days of being symptom-free and/or a negative test result.

8. INFO SOURCES

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

ECDC

US Embassy
https://it.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/

ANSA

NuovoCoronavirus

TUSCANY
https://www.regione.toscana.it/documents/10180/24597510/Isolamento+Domiciliare_Inglese.pdf/cb138911-8e67-6fbf-39d2-ee7f9e227281?t=1585578721348
https://www.regione.toscana.it/documents/10180/24596910/Inglese_lavati+le+mani_riparti_sicuro.pdf/36db42fd-8cdd-955b-0ac8-8a8487d4379a8?t=1594211653999
https://www.regione.toscana.it/documents/10180/24744043/Mascherine_Inglese.pdf/17c69f00-93b0-a5d2-035a-178756e23aee?t=1587115300449
https://www.regione.toscana.it/documents/10180/25281634/Inglese_distanza_riparti_sicuro.pdf/fcbbdae0-95b1-2a69-8750-b95823f1ee66?t=159421444136
https://www.theflorentine.net (search word “covid” to find latest updates on Tuscan status)
https://www.thelocal.it/20201104/at-a-glance-what-are-italys-coronavirus-rules-right-now

9. FAQS

Can visiting faculty scheduled to lead student groups do so Spring/Summer 21? And if so, what sort of documentation do they need to prove their work in Italy granted they won’t have a work visa?

Students are allowed to enter for study purposes both with a study visa and/or with letters of enrolment proving their student status. As far as faculty staying less than 90 days (i.e. with no work visa or visa at all), recent success
stories show that they have been allowed to enter Italy, by showing robust documentation that confirms their "essential work" status. This can be a letter of academic invitation issued by the Tuscan Program along with a specular letter issued by the home office, in which the home office explains how essential the in-presence work of the faculty in Italy is, that he or she cannot be replaced by anyone else in Italy and that his or her services cannot be postponed or rendered at a distance.

Is quarantine required for someone who tests negative before arriving in Italy from the US or elsewhere?

According to the AACUPI report, dated Dec. 4, 2020, an individual arriving from the US with proof of a negative molecular or antigenic test who retests negative upon arrival in Italy will be exempted from the 14-day quarantine. This is, so far, applicable to those so-called “COVID-Tested” flights. Additional flight options are expected to continue to be available, as the DPCM from March 2 indicated that incoming COVID-Tested flights would be expanded to other countries/destinations.

What should we tell students about their ability to travel within Europe? Within Italy?

We strongly suggest that student expectations be set realistically, knowing that it is still too soon to fully know how open Italy (and its individual regions) or Europe will be to travellers in the coming months.

What happens to my student if Italy goes back on lockdown during the course of their study abroad program?

Students will be treated just as any other Italian resident and held to the updated local laws that enforce the containment of infection. They will therefore be expected to conform to the stay-at-home rules per the local government, but will have every opportunity to ensure that their essential needs are met: they can grocery shop, go to the pharmacy, throw out their trash, etc. Each student and their roommates will be considered a family unit.

Students will certainly be able to return home, as long as they are able to find a flight and are not currently quarantining. They will be subject to the rules set in place by individual airlines.

Are individuals or groups required to quarantine specifically in their city of arrival (such as Rome, if a flight arrives at Fiumicino), or can they travel by private or public transportation to their city/town of destination in order to quarantine there?

Individuals and groups can choose to quarantine for 14 days anywhere, as long as they follow these requirements:

- they must have a plan before arrival, and reach their quarantine location by private transportation (a personal car, a licensed hired car with driver, or a chartered coach are all acceptable).
- they must fill out the form required of incoming persons by the Tuscan region, found here: [https://www.prevenzionecollettiva.toscana.it/welcome/index.html](https://www.prevenzionecollettiva.toscana.it/welcome/index.html), which will register them with the ASL, the local health authority.

Can visiting faculty scheduled to lead student groups do so as early as January? May? And if so, what sort of documentation do they need to show to prove their work in Italy if they will not be in possession of a work visa?

Students are allowed to enter for study purposes both with a study visa and/or with letters of enrolment proving their student status. Yet, as of December 2020, visiting faculty are not permitted to enter the country unless they hold a work visa. COVID legislation is evaluated by the Italian government nearly every month, though no changes are expected to current legislation until mid-January 2021. We can therefore say that US visiting faculty without visas may not be able to lead their student groups until legislation changes later in the new year. An option is to provide visiting faculty with a letter of academic invitation issued by the AACUPI-member hosting
How long will the Misericordia agreement in Tuscany remain in effect to benefit international students for COVID testing?

The agreement with the Misericordia went into effect upon signing, on June 15, 2020, and will expire on June 30, 2021, although is automatically renewable unless expressly terminated by one of the parties.

Should a student become infected, what sorts of insurance coverage should they expect?

This will depend upon each program’s or individual student’s insurance provider. COVID tests will generally be covered by insurance, as well as medical visits for COVID-related reasons. Co-payments as indicated in each individual insurance policy will likely be upheld even for COVID-related issues. We strongly suggest that you and your student(s) carefully read through any fine print related to such coverage.

Students who purchase additional local (Italian) insurance will not be required to pay for any COVID-related testing or treatment.

AACUPI COVID Committee for Tuscany:
Stefano Baldassarri, Monica Capacci, Kirk Duclaux, Monica Giovannini, Bradford Miller, Silvia Minucci, Elena Monani, Catherine Rodgers, Elisabetta Santanni, Emily Schiavone. Chair: Sasha Perugini. Revised by Gian Franco Borio and Portia Prebys.

AACUPI will do its best to keep the information in this document updated, but can take no responsibility for changes in the Student Services information herein described that may become available after the original distribution date of January 8, 2021.
APPENDIX 1 - EXAMPLE LETTER OF ADMISSION from the AACUPI Program that also states dates of the duration of the program, taken from the AACUPI newsletter n. 207, October 2020

Dear (full name of the student),

This is to confirm your admission to our branch/site/program located in (state full address of the Program) for the study abroad program that will start on (state the start date of the Study Abroad Program) and will end on (state the end date of the Study Abroad Program).

In the cadre of such study program, you will attend the following courses offered by our branch/site/program, approved by your home campus (state the name of the home campus):

- List of the courses that the student will attend - denomination can be the original one in English.

During your stay in Italy for the above study program, you will be housed as follows: (state the address of the student’s housing), while the mandatory isolation period upon your arrival in Italy shall be at: (state the address of the quarantine—it must coincide with the one stated by the students in his or her self-certification).

Best regards,
Resident Director

---

Gentile (nome completo dello studente),

la presente conferma la Sua ammissione presso la nostra filiazione sita in (indicare indirizzo completo del Programma) per il programma di studi che avrà inizio in data (indicare la data di inizio dello Study Abroad Program) e conclusione in data (indicare la data di conclusione dello Study Abroad Program).

Nell’ambito di tale programma di studi, Lei frequenterà i seguenti corsi offerti dalla nostra filiazione, approvati dalla Sua Università/College di provenienza (indicare il nome della casa madre):

- Elenco dei corsi che lo studente frequenterà - la denominazione può essere quella originaria in inglese.

Durante il suo soggiorno in Italia per tale programma di studi, Lei sarà alloggiato come segue: (indicare indirizzo dell’alloggio dello studente), mentre il periodo obbligatorio di isolamento previsto dal Suo arrivo in Italia si terrà presso: (indicare indirizzo del luogo della quarantena all’arrivo—deve coincidere con quello indicato dallo studente nella sua autocertificazione).

Cordiali saluti,
Il Resident Director
Dear (full name of the student),

This is to confirm your admission to our branch/site/program located in (state full address of the Program) for the study abroad program that will start on (state the start date of the Study Abroad Program) and will end on (state the end date of the Study Abroad Program).

In the cadre of such study program, you will attend the following courses offered by our branch/site/program, approved by your us (state the name of the home campus):

- List of the courses that the student will attend - denomination can be the original one in English.

During your stay in Italy for the above study program, you will be housed as follows: (state the address of the student’s housing), while the mandatory isolation period upon your arrival in Italy shall be at: (state the address of the quarantine—it must coincide with the one stated by the students in his or her self-certification).

Best regards,
Study Abroad Official

Gentile (nome completo dello studente),

la presente conferma la Sua ammissione presso la nostra filiazione in Italia sita in (indicare indirizzo completo del Programma) per il programma di studi che avrà inizio in data (indicare la data di inizio dello Study Abroad Program) e conclusione in data (indicare la data di conclusione dello Study Abroad Program).

Nell’ambito di tale programma di studi, Lei frequenterà i seguenti corsi offerti dalla nostra filiazione, da noi approvati:

- Elenco dei corsi che lo studente frequenterà - la denominazione può essere quella originaria in inglese.

Durante il suo soggiorno in Italia per tale programma di studi, Lei sarà alloggiato come segue: (indicare indirizzo dell’alloggio dello studente), mentre il periodo obbligatorio di isolamento previsto dal Suo arrivo in Italia si terrà presso: (indicare indirizzo del luogo della quarantena all’arrivo—deve coincidere con quello indicato dallo studente nella sua autocertificazione).

Cordiali saluti,
Study Abroad Official
To Whom It May Concern:

This is to certify that our University/College (state full denomination of the home campus) has been duly authorized by the Ministry of the university and Research under art.2, Act. n. 4 of January 14, 1999, having filed the related application on (state the date of filing of the Barile Law application) and having the subsequent 90 days mandated by the same law for the Ministry’s denial passed (procedure of the so-called “silent-assent” set by the aforementioned Act).

Copy of the aforementioned authorized application is enclosed hereto.

Yours faithfully,
The Resident Director

A Chi di Competenza:

Con la presente si certifica che la nostra Università/il nostro College (indicare denominazione completa della casa madre) ha ritualmente ottenuto autorizzazione dal Ministero dell’Università e della Ricerca ai sensi dell’art.2, legge 14 gennaio 1999, n. 4, avendo presentato la relativa domanda in data (indicare la data di presentazione della domanda Legge Barile) ed essendo poi decorsi i 90 giorni di legge per l’eventuale rifiuto da parte del Ministero (procedura del c.d. “silenzio-assenso” prevista dalla citata legge).

Si allega copia della summenzionata domanda di autorizzazione.

Con osservanza,
Il Resident Director